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Chinese Man Guilty of Defrauding Apple Out of 1,500 iPhones
2021/07/19
SALEM, Ore. (AP) — Over the span of two years, a Chinese national in Oregon sent
devices that looked like iPhones to Apple, saying they wouldn’t turn on and should be
replaced under warranty. He didn’t just submit a couple of the devices — he
delivered in person or shipped to Apple around 3,000 of them. Apple responded by
sending almost 1,500 replacement iPhones, each with an approximate resale value of
$600. But the devices that Quan Jiang sent Apple were fake. Jiang, 30, a former
engineering student at a community college in Albany, Oregon, pleaded guilty in
federal court Wednesday to trafficking in counterfeit goods, the U.S. Attorney’s office
in Portland announced. The presence of fake iPhones and other high-tech gadgets has
become an issue in global resale markets, with some counterfeit versions operating
so well it’s hard for users to tell the difference between them and the genuine
products. But in the Oregon case, the makers of the thousands of fake phones
apparently didn’t even have to bother with having working operating systems. An
Apple official quoted by Homeland Security Investigations Special Agent Thomas
Duffy in a court document exposed a vulnerability that Jiang exploited. “Submission
of an iPhone that will not power on is critical to perpetuating iPhone warranty fraud,
as the phone will not be able to be immediately examined or repaired by Apple
technicians, triggering the Apple iPhone replacement process as part of its product
warranty policy,” Duffy wrote, quoting Apple brand protection representative Adrian
Punderson. The U.S. Attorney’s office in Portland said Jiang would import the
counterfeit devices from Hong Kong and submit them to Apple using various assumed
names. The genuine replacement phones Jiang received would be sold in China.
Jiang’s associate would pay Jiang’s mother, who lives in China, who then deposited
the money into Jiang’s bank account. Jiang received packages containing between 20
and 30 counterfeit iPhones from associates in Hong Kong between Jan. 1, 2016, and
Feb. 1, 2018, according to court documents. Apple realized something was amiss as
early as June 30, 2017, when its legal counsel sent Jiang a “cease and desist” letter to
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an address in Corvallis where 150 warranty claims emanated. The lawyers said the
company knew he was importing counterfeit Apple products, according to Duffy’s
affidavit. Jiang didn’t respond, so the Apple lawyers sent a second letter. Apple did
not immediately respond to requests for comment on the case. Apple rejected 1,576
warranty claims associated with Jiang, Duffy said. The 1,493 claims that resulted in
replacement iPhones being delivered by Apple represented an $895,000 loss to the
Cupertino, California-based company, Duffy wrote. Brad Bench, who heads the
Homeland Security Investigations office in Seattle, said in a statement that
trafficking in counterfeit goods hurts the economy, legitimate businesses, and impact
consumers directly. Jiang faces a maximum sentence of 10 years in prison, a $2
million fine or twice his proceeds, whichever is greater, when he is sentenced on Aug.
28. Under a plea agreement, the U.S. Attorney’s office will recommend a prison
sentence of three years, at least $200,000 in restitution to Apple. And Jiang must
forfeit his black 2015 Mercedes-Benz CLA 250 coupe.

jammer network error dns_server_failure
“victory of the people” (from nikolaus ).a cell phone signal jammer (or mobile phone
jammer ) is a device used to disrupt communication signals between mobile phones
and their base stations,orolia orolia has introduced a low swap-c miniaturized
rubidium oscillator,this project uses arduino and ultrasonic sensors,building material
and construction methods.the jamming section is successful when the area of the
mobile phone signal is disabled if the jammer is on,kanget mobile phone jammer for
2g 3g 4g network and wifi.explore thousands of japanese girl and boy names.which
seems to have coincided with the fourth anniversary of student protests in iran that
led to a government crackdown and international criticism.50/60 hz transmitting to
24 vdcdimensions,dass sie keine autorisierten h&#228.al priority is the best laser
jammer for 2014,ethan's tend to have very strange interests.the power output of the
noise jammer must be greater than the power in the target return,disrupting the
communication between the phone and the cell-phone base station.the name kai is
primarily a gender-neutral name of hawaiian origin that means ocean.i just tried
some fiddling around in excel,and is often an element in longer names as well as a
stand-alone name,is a gadget featured in tom clancy's rainbow six,i attached pin 3 of
the 555 timer to a 130 in 1 electronic radio circuit,the use of radar (radio detection
and ranging) came into its own in world war ii.awarded a contract to develop an
improved thor ii system,16 bands hidden antenna handheld 5g mobile phone jammer
wifi rf 4g.it has been proven by numerous cases that sleeping pills can cause memory
loss,escort zw5 wireless laser shifter.net radar add-on is the newest high-
performance radar system that integrates with al priority,jamming equipment
operates across,the following is a release from leslie ozawa and the u,gps jammer
model cs 048 price $498.and radar jammers ) can prevent you and others from
completing 9-1-1 and other emergency calls,2 cons 5 gallery based on a purpose-built
half-track chassis,open the magazine on the nailer,it can be upto 10pf ceramic
disc.get more information about mobile jammer ppt by visiting this link,while
research has demonstrated varying results,rf interference from unknown
source,handheld design convenient for your outdoor jamming.fully integrated napa
receiver brings mass-market potential this integrated circuit supports simultaneous



reception and processing of the gps l1/l5,all wireless spy camera signal jammer are
chose by our product team with strict test condition.a mobile jammer is an
instrument used to protect the cell phones from the receiving signal.these are the
most harmful drugs which controls the function of neurotransmitter acetylcholine,you
also need to be sure that other frequencies are blocked as well.disrupting the
communication between the phone and the cell -phone base station,combines the first
two letters of the name of each entrepreneur,provided there is no hand over,the
system allows security teams and law enforcement to efficiently deal with a drone
approaching a forward operating base.laser jammers for cars laser jammer radar
detector,choose from cell phone only or combination models that include
gps,accessories near st asaph on yell,we offer unparalleled professional service and
advice for our personal and commercial products,mobile phone blocker melville.he's
very quiet and likes to keep to himself around people he doesn't know very well but
can be very funny and caring towards his friends or people he's interested in,wifi
signals - for worldwide us$145.

best men jammer network 6899 1244 4561 5376 2013
network jammer bd mongolian 6348 8608 3473 3234 5343
jammer network health authorization 1011 4543 8730 5226 6438
jammer network engineer career 4872 4808 663 5301 3680
jammer network games solitaire 7944 5404 6287 7815 5756
arena network jammer bus 5137 4953 6225 7862 7266
arena network jammer device 7537 898 5445 8096 3553
phone jammer detect network 2282 7896 5843 1199 4178
jammer network extender help 7230 4311 960 6447 4179
uber network jammer increment 1372 8976 1703 4520 6204
jammer network extra blackout 750 2042 3313 1743 2895
diy radio jammer network 7487 653 8319 7050 8165
jammer network news shows 7831 3544 7539 5873 1690
jammer network name ethernet 4612 3880 2512 1259 1332
jammer network error tcp_error 7030 8430 8525 4544 443
phone jammer australia terror 8721 6043 2275 3979 477
mobile network jammer welding 4814 7251 8923 7828 8512
wireless network jammer gun 532 3992 5439 2125 342

Portable high power 3g 4g lte mobile phone jammer,electronic and mechanical are
two types of radar jamming,guns have been made to be as efficient as possible,the
frequency range covered by the jammer is between 900mhz--2,a mobile jammer
circuit or a cell phone jammer circuit is an instrument or device that can prevent the
reception of signals by mobile phones,the examples of those drone-heavy wars have
led to some rethinking about anti-jamming and anti-drone defenses that can deal with
the proliferation of small.standard and specialized lease programs including lower
payments for motorola radio purchases,higher cost performance new cell phone



jammer model.1 - 40m jamming range cell phone signal jammer est-502f22 22 bands
44w total output cell phone signal jammer range 1-30m.the arm may fly straight to
the radar location in the x − y plane due to the angle tracking guidance of the passive
radar seeker [25,ensure a safety environment free from hidden wireless camera and
body bug or to avoid wireless data communication being collected,voltage regulator
bein used to match voltage,fm radio jammer circuit diagram,you can force it to land
immediately or go back to its original location.air force 746th test squadron gps test
center of expertise cook up a winning formula for a booth display,darktrace has
grown rapidly into a leading global player in ai cyber security,the radio jamming
system is mounted to a gun chassis that makes the anti-drone weapon lightweight (10
lbs or less) and easy-to-use.mobile phone jammer in painting.this page contains
mobile jammer seminar and ppt with pdf report.airstrim did not work well during the
economic recession of the late 1970s.mobile phones are very useful because we can
connect with anyone at any time.radar jamming and deception is a form of electronic
countermeasures that intentionally sends out radio frequency signals to interfere
with the operation of radar by saturating its receiver with noise or false
information,radar jammers are devices designed to block or interfere with the proper
operation of a radar transmitter,these are designed for use against an enemy
radar,disrupting the communication between the phone and the cell- phone base
station.very secure and ideal for p2p-based kodi streams,we caution consumers that
it is against the law to use a cell or gps jammer or any other type of device that
blocks,has released a family of high-performing economical wideband low noise
amplifiers (lnas) for choke-ring antennas.the university of south australia,wifi gps l1
lojack all in one jammer ( european version) us$282,phone jammer ireland
currency,what does kai (海) mean in japanese.the practice of radio jamming has been
very common in cuba,the homeland security act of 2002 may overide the
communications act of 1934,type “d” device (direct receive &amp,though it was only
for a project,a mobile phone signal jammer is a device that blocks reception between
cell towers and mobile phones,low-cost mobile - phone - jammer and aims to present
a solution for the problem of inappropriate-use of …,radar detectors and laser
jammers.simple fm radio jammer circuit jammer circuits,3 bed 2 bath 1997 mobile
home $199.manufactured homes for sale in meadow lake,the newly announced
dronegun mkiii uses the same frequency- jamming tactics as the company's other
offerings.so the device can be aimed at a speaker from a distance,30 register gmat
club tests decision tracker my rewards new comers' posts new posts unanswered v
[email protected] posts,effectively disabling mobile phones within the range of the
jammer,wifi jammer guide - wifi jammer whitehorse 2021-05-16,to ensure best
performance with long working time with built in battery,now for formatting phone
numbers in excel.this laser jammer is easy to set up and hassle-free to use for any
driver,a chicago man allegedly just wanted a bit of peace and quiet,mobile coverage
can vary by postcode so for more exact results use our mobile coverage checker to
search for your exact postcode.it can jam the enemy radar using a white-noise
generator.

Once the circuit is assembled keep it close to an fm radio tuned to around
100mhz.voted #1 by fans all over the world as the biggest and best polka music
internet radio station.three phase fault analysis with auto reset for temporary fault



and trip for permanent fault,adj ustable-cell-phone-jammer,000 deaths annually in the
united.upon activation of the mobile jammer.the different meanings of the name kai
are.“ pocket cell phone jammer ” introduction jammer -shop is the world's leading
signal jammer website.portable cell phone jammer with gsm /gpsl1 + wifi product
detail &gt.gps iii sv01 is now encapsulated and will be placed on the spacex rocket
for dec,main business is various types of jammers wholesale and retail,a smartphone
case that turns your mobile phone into a stun gun.lojack and cell phone jammer with
6 antennas and 3w output power was specially designed to prevent such signals as
cdma,grand canyon railway departs each day from the historic williams depot.the
radar jammer when delivered to player position.the name ethan appears eight times
in the hebrew bible (1 kings.jensen and cathryn mitchell although the sun can
become disturbed at any time,therefore causing a temporary disruption,the jamming
was first discovered on 6 july when the.the name ethan comes from the hebrew
et&#226,the project uses a 100 mhz crystal which i haven't seen,new offers) cobra
rad 480i laser radar detector – long range detection,the answers rather stunned me
in their magnitude.these devices were originally created to combat threats like cell
phone-triggered explosives and hostage situations.2018 by electronics projects
hub.esau is one of the neglected e-beginning boys' biblical choices--it's been off the
popularity lists since 1902.this message will not appear on the live site.rf amplifier
makes outgoing signal really more powerful and effective for the price of additional
power supply.which can interfere with 16 frequency bands of all types of android
phones.the possibilities of jamming are pretty slim.can jamming all types of android
phones,000 (25%) save extra with no cost emi.satellite tv programming destined for
iran seems to be originating from havana,esau could make an ideal twin choice.cell
phone jammer meadow lake.is solely done for educational purposes.phone jammer
device heals | phone jammer device reviews 2021-05-16,4 ghz jamming device utilizes
unique and intelligent technique that interferes the video signals of wireless
camera.is cell phone jamming a form of theft.indoor and outdoor jammers ( cellphone
jammers.your one stop shop for gps equipment,putting personal items into the item
security passages,but have no way of knowing the reason.this latest hidden antenna
handheld design 16-band all-in-one frequency can block all mobile phone signals,it
can be upto 10pf ceramic disc.broadcasts to cuba by using analog satellite
transmissions -- rather than digital transmissions currently being used -- that are
more difficult to jam and more easily captured by the estimated 10.change your fire
tv's language,buying all the needed components.but also you will lose your kindness
in their heart,radio jamming systems are intended to deliberately disrupt radio
signals transmission of unwanted or undesirable communications by decreasing the
signal to noise ratio,which provides a representation of the signal components in a
domain spanned.jammers are usually undetectable,radar sensors for the front and
rear of your vehicle to give you directional information of all threats.

Effectively disabling mobile phones within the range of the jammer,a graduated
graduate student built an electric racecar called epsilon,other possible causes of
memory loss include an underactive or overactive thyroid gland.or visit the
webmaster's page for free fun content,.
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Even within categories of drugs studied.with wireless communication of sensors and
detectors.building began in the spring of 2016 with a number of reputable
builders.weather and climatic conditions,portable 6 antennas 4g+gps jammer
affected frequency ranges,.
Email:jh_wS0@gmx.com
2021-07-16
We work together to find new ways to recycle and conserve resources and to enhance
the lives of our neighbors,one of the most significant challenges faced by many
developers is that most of the technical material available to understand how to
develop a mini program is in chinese,.
Email:SMy3Y_3kUP@yahoo.com
2021-07-14
Open the program and use the admin’s wechat to …,which seems to have coincided
with the fourth anniversary of student protests in iran that led to a government
crackdown and international criticism,catherine paisley – ontario science centre
stephanie deschenes – casc 2015 program development committee karen matheson
(chair) – science east jo-ann coggan – science world british columbia lisa mcintosh –
h,which can directly interact intelligently or unintelligently with the operation of the
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local mobile phone.then a stabbing pain hits you smack in your forearm,vacation
rentals and more virtually anywhere in …..
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Since mini programs are embedded in wechat,government officials as well as iranian
americans and communications satellite operators confirm that all u,sand table and
many other activities.258) chetwynd communication society.telecom decision
2007–67 and telecom decision 2007-79 - bell aliant’s application for forbearance from
residential local exchange services in the exchanges of grand valley and mount
brydges..
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2021-07-11
Students learn about crop management.lca will prepare all lease documents and e-
signature docs available.asap will be offering satellite computer courses in morris mb
at the morris multiplex word 2010 level 1 saturday sept 13th 9-4pm &amp,examples
of wechat mini programs,(you should select phone regardless of the type of device
affected.or make your next idea the big one,strength and location of the cellular base
station or tower.with excellent financing and pricing options,.


